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.HrSTORICAL IHTRODOOTIOH

There are a great number
tering.
and

and

variety o:t theories concerning stut-

There is, hC!>wever, general agr-eement·regarding what ·is seen

heard by an obaervor during a stuttering episode and further agree-

ment regarding certain phenomena demonstrated by stutterers.
In 1913, C.S. Blue•l2 defined stuttering in the following manner,

1tStuttering is usualq defined as a form o:t detective speech manifesting itself' in repetition or initial consonants." S.D. Robbin's Dic-

tionar:,14 defines stuttering as: "Rapid repetition or a word o~ its
initial letter or syllable, or visible or invisible tonic spasms o:t
DD1Scles conoerned with breathing,' vocalization, or articulation, and

usualq accompanied by' the fear o:t becoming ridiculous.,.,
Van Riper17 $tatea, "The now of speech is broken by' hesitations,

stoppages, or repetitions .and prolongations of the speech sounds.

Flu-

ency is interrupted by spasms; contortions, tremors, Gr abnormalities
of phonation and respiration. It consists of aomants of speech interruption of such frequency: and abnormalit7 aa to attract 1ttention, in-

terfere with

coJDllll1Dica.t ion

and pro~~ maladjustment~,

Lee Travis~ wrote, *The stutterer ••• represents a certain lack
of maturation .o~ the eent~al nervous system which results either in mal-

integration ot the highest neurophysiological levels involved in speech
0r the pre-disposition ot these lev~ls to disintegration when exposed
to nociceptin stiauli.u
Johnson6 gives the following defir4tion

or

stuttering: "an antic-

ipatory, apprehensive, Jvpertonie avoidance reaction.. 11
These differences in definition relate to an effort by' JD8.ll7 inves-1-

- 2 -

tigators to arrive at operational definitions.
not resolved.

The problem is still

Therefore, £or the purpose or this stu~, the lobbin' s

Dictionary-14 ~f'inition will be used because it pron.des the generally
accepted criteria used by speech examiners in observing and describing

the overt speech disturbances termed stuttering. ·
. Many- studies have been made in stuttering of the so-called adapta-

. tion erteet', 1,B,9,13,15.

This etf'ect occurs when the "listeningn or

the envir0DJ1J:tntal situation is held constant.

Under these conditions,

a reduction. of the, fr.equency of stuttering spasms takes place during

the repeated oral reading of a selected prose passage a number

or

times.

Johnson and. Knott7 studied adaptation relative to the number of
stuttered words. . They found that frequency of stuttering decreased
aignificant:i,- in. successive repetitions of the same material.

Their

stu~, in .which .twent7-one stutterers were used as subjects, showed
the differences in .percentages or stuttered words between the first
and the tenth .reading to_· .be 9.S

per

cent larger than the probable stand-

ard error.

In a similar stud.r, Johnson and Inness8 reported a reduction of

48 per. cent in

the number of words stuttered between the first and the

.fitth readings.
essary- to produce

This study indicated that onq five readings were nec-

a.. signif'icant

ad.a:ptation effect.

· Barris5 noted that a reduction in stuttering frequency with re~ated reading 0£ the same material tended to be associated with a"duetion in stuttering frequency in a similar passage, but was not associated with a reduction in stuttering 'in a conversational situation.

Studies by Johnson and Sc;,lomon9 and Haddoxl3 ofter further evidence

- 3 of the generally accepted observation that there is a decrease in the
number of stuttering episodes during successive readings of identical
material.
Starbuck and Steer15 point out that, in the adaptation effect,
stuttering spasms do not, elicit more stuttering but reduce the amount
of stuttering.

They maintain this is all the more unusual since stut-

tering is generally considered to be a progressive disorder, in that
stuttering leads to more stuttering·.

They studied the adaptation ef-

fect in stuttering and also in the periods of non-fluency in normal
speaking subjects.

They concluded that the adaptation phenomenon was

demonstrated by decrease in stuttering in the one group and decrease
in periods of non-fluency in the other, but that adaptation was not
the same for the stutterers and the non-stutterers.

The stutterers

manifested a greater number of episodes on all readings.

More de-

tailed results were not given and the investigators point out the need
for further research in this area.
Wienerl8 and others have contrtbuted to language theory under the
general heading of cybernetics.

Cybernetics includes control and com-

munication theory, in the animal or in the machine, and applies statistical and mechanical methods to' connnunications engineering.

The func-

tions of the human Central Nervous _System are analogized to such control
mechanisms as servo-mechanisms i ~· electronic ·computers.

Wiener points

out that "an eirtremely important factor in voluntary activity is what
the control engineers term 1 feedback 1 .fll8
Fairbanks4 has describ~d the speech system as a closed cycle system, or servosystem, which 1'employs feedback of the output to the place

- 4of control, comparison of the output to the input, and such manipulation of the output-producing device as will cause the output to have
the same functional form as the input. 11

.

In describing the speaking sys-

tem, Fairbanks considers the effector unit, consisting of a motor (the
respiratory structures)~ a generator (the vibratory structures), and a
modulator (the resonation-articulatory structures).

The generator is

described as a device capable of producing various types of inputs for
the modulator.
function.

The sensor unit of this speaking system has a control

The first and primary sensor is the auditory system, while

the second and third are the tactile and proprioceptive end-organs.
The two latter sensors supply information regarding the mechanical operation of the effector but the primary component for output data is
the auditory system.

Feedback signals are relayed to the controller

unit by the sensor units.

The conjn'oller device issues specific or-

ders to the effector.
It can be observed that such' a system contains -man;y parts in such
a complicated arrangement that it can become diso~dered in a variety of
ways.

ttA part disorder is also a system disorder.

The model can be

caused to repeat, prolong and hesitate by several different manipulations, one of which is feedback · delay. u4

A great deal of recent interest, and investigation has been concerned
'With the speech disturbances observed when a normal speaking person attempts to maintain his normal rate whil~ subjected to a time delay of
from

.04

to .28 of a second in the auditory feedback circuits of speech.

This effect has long been noted in connection with public address
systems when the loudspeaker is at a sufficient distance from the micro-

- 5phone to delay the return to the speaker by about one-eighth of a second. 12

The effects of this type of delay are very annoying, but can be

overcome by effort on the part of the speaker.
Atkinson1 states that one or more of the following reactions are
generally exhibited by persons experiencing delayed sidetone:
· The voice becomes louder; words, syllables, or phonemes
are repeated; words are mispronounoed; the speech rate becomes slower; the face becomes red; and the palms perspire.
Although Atkinson's study indicated that no adaptation occurred in the
duration or sound pressure level of speech., during sidetone delay, he
states that his results do not rule out adaptation in qualities not
measured such as repetitions, breath control, and others.

tee 12 found that approximate~ a one-quarter second delay in auditory return to the speaker produces a •ked effect on speech.

In a

second study, tse 11 investigated the speech results using delays of

.04, .OB, .14, and .28 seconds.
affects the speech.
(1)

The

He reports that each of these delays

The reaction is most commonly ·one of two types:

rate is decreased and intensity raised, or if an attempt is

made to maintain normal rate the speech becomes . (2) halting and repetitive.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
A striking similarity exists between the speech produced by nonstutterers attempting to maintain normal rate while reading orally with
delayed auditory feedback, and the speech of stutterers during periods
of non-nuency.

The definitions of stuttering presented previously

could be used to describe auditory delayed speech with little or no alteration.
The obvious similarity of this "pseudo-stutteringfl to stuttering
provokes speculation concerning what part a delay in the auditory cueing
mechanism may play in stuttering.

Objective study of the effects of au-

ditory delayed feedback in respect to some of the phenomena already demonstrated in stuttering would be valuable for research into the nature
and causes of stuttering.
As pointed out in Chapter I, adaptation in stuttering is easily
demonstrated and has long been reported.

The fact that the many studies

previously conducted to demonstrate the phenomenon of adaptation in stuttering generally agree seems to indicate that adaptation as a characteristic finding in stuttering might be used as an index factor in comparing the hesitations of normals under conditions -of delayed auditory sidetone to stuttering.
It is the purpose of this ·study to: (1) observe whether adaptation
is demonstrated-by persons attempting to maintain their normal rate while
reading orally with a delay in auditory cueing, and (2) to compare these.
data to data concerning adaptation of stutterers under parallel test
conditions.
- 6 -

- 7The specific study of stuttering to be used for comparison was conducted by Johnson and Knott. 7 This particular study was selected because
it was the first . such · study presented, has served as a mode 1 and basis

for subsequent investigations of adaptation in stuttering, and has been
replicated by other investigators.5,8,9,13,15.

METIDD OF PROCEDURE ·

The equipment for producing an auditory delayed feedback was constructed from an Eicor tape recorder with a pickup head mounted at a
distance from the recording head giving a

.14

second delay.

This delay

was reported by Lee 11, 12 to be an effective one, and was the most pr~ctical from the standpoint of the available equipment.

The pickup head

was connected to a Radio-Ear amplifier.

Neither the recorder nor the

amplifier was high fidelity equipment.

However, there was no notice-

able distortion and the speech sounds were intelligible at all times.
This was not, however, tested by validity experimentation.

Earphones

were connected to the amplifier and were worn by the subject while
reading the material.
The principle of masking by noise as described by Davis3 was employed.

The delayed feedback speech which was relayed to the subject

through the earphones was amplified so that it was the over-riding tone.
Thus, the subject heard only speech after a

.14

second delay.

The vol-

ume was adjusted for the subject before beginning the reading of the
passage.
The investigator made every effort to parallel the study by Johnson and Knott7, as reported in the Journal of Speech and Hearing~
orders. (This report is included .in the appendix.)

Therefore, the

same number of subjects were used, the identical passage was read, and
the same procedures .reported by the previous investigators were employed.
The number of times the passage was read by various subjects is also consistent with Johnson and Knott' s study •.
Twenty-one norm.al speaking adults vach read the Johnson and Knott

- 8-
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FIGURE 1
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A SCHEMATIC DESCRIPTION OF THE DELAYED SIDE TONE

EQUIPMENT

- 10 passage consisting of 180 words.

The number of re.a dings by each subject

varied from two to one hundred and twenty-three_. Six of the subjects read
the passage two times, fourteen subjects read the passage ten times, and
one _subject read the passage one hundred and twenty-three times.

All

readings done by each subject were completed in on~ session in uninterrupted sequence.

Johnson and Knott give no reason for their choice of

the number of subjects or the number of readings.

In this study, there-

fore, the number of subjects and of readings was kept consistent with
the original study.
The fourteen subjects who read the passage ten times and the one
subject who read the passage one hundred and -twenty-three times were
chosen at random from the group of twenty-one people used in this investigation.
The subject and the investigator were the only occupants of the testing room.

The investigator, seated behind the subject, marked any 11 stut-

tering" episodes observed on a copy 9f the passage.

The tape recorder

was .within view of the subject.
The earphones were adjusted to the subject's head, and the volume
of the feedback was set at
name and address.

40 decibels. The subject was then asked his

In order to ascertain the effectiveness of the mask-

ing, the investigator checked with the subject to be certain that the
only auditory perception of his own speech was a delayed one.

If the

subject indicated that he could hear his speech prior to the _delayed
feedback, the volume was adjusted according]¥ to a higher level.
The following 180 word passage taken f~om Speech Handicapped School
Children6 was also used by Johnson and Knott.

It contains all of the

- 11 -

.sounds of the English language •

.ARTHUR, THE YOUNG RAT
Once, a long time ago, there was a young rat named
Arthur who could never make up his flighty mind. Whenever his swell friends used to ask him to go out to play
with them, he would only answer airily, 1'I don't know. "
He wouldn't try to s~y yes, or no either. He· would always shirk from making a specific choice.
His proud Aunt Helen scolded him: "Now look here,tt
she stated, flno one is going to aid or care for you if
you carry on like this. You have no more mind than a
stray blade of grass. 1•
That very night there was a big thundering crash
and in the morning some zealous men--with twenty boys
and girls--rode up and looked closely at the fallen barn.
One of them slipped back a broken board and saw a squashed
young rat, quite dead, half in and half out of his hole.
Thus, in the end the poor shirker got his just dues.· Oddly
enough his· Aunt Helen was glad. fl! hate such oozy, oi~
sneaks," said she.
The subject was instructed to read aloud the passage given him.
He was told to read to the end of the passage and then start at the be-

ginning and repeat it until the investigator stopped him.

The subject

was cautioned that there would be a _tendency to slow down while reading
the passage but that it was important that the normal rate of reading
be maintained.
In addition tot he record of stuttering episodes which was compiled
by the investigator during the reading, tape recordings were made of the

entire reading.

The tapes were played back four different times, at in-

tervals of one week, and the stuttering episodes noted.

The results of

these records and the markings. made during the reading period were compared to check the reliability.

The avera.ge percentage of agreement

was 96.2, showing good validity of judgment~

RESULTS
The data obtained from the oral readings of twenty-one normal speaking adults while subjected to auditory delayed feedback (as previously
described) were treated in the same manner as were Johnson and Knott's7
data in a parallel study in which stutterers were used.

Johnson and

Knott's table of basic findings (Table I) is duplicated here in order
to facilitate comparative ·examination.
The percentage of words stuttered in the first reading was computed.
Then the percentage of words stuttered in the second reading which had
also been stuttered on the first was calculated.

Similar _comparisons .

were made of readings 10 and 9, 10 and 1, and reading 10 and all preceding readings.

The tables of basic findings show the results of these

comparisons.
Johnson and Knott 7 give the following· explanation of the table:
In order to evaluate the findings as given in the table,
one must know how and why the chance percentages presented
therein were computed. They were computed in order to make
possible a measure of the degree to which the loci of stuttering remain constant from reading to reading, by comparing
the obtained distribution with a purely random distribution.
The chance percentages were computed as follows: In the first
reading, for example, 15.1 per cent of any random sample of
the words would be stuttered. Now, obviously, the words stuttered in reading two constitute a random sample of all the
words read in the first reading. Therefore, according to
chance, 15.1 per cent of them should have been among those
stuttered in the first reading. But, as shown in the table,
72.7 per cent of them were wo~ds which were stuttered .i n the
first reading. Clear1y the distribution of moments of stuttering among the words .in reading two was not random with
reference to reading one and cannot be accounted for in terms
of chance. The other parts of the table, also, are to be interpreted in this way.
In the first reading with auditory delayed feedback, 9.8 per cent
of all words read were stuttered.

According to chance, 9.8 per cent of

- 12 -

- 13 the words stuttered in the second reading should have been among those
stuttered in the first reading.

In Table II, 40. 8 per cent of the stut-

tered words were words which were stuttered in the first reading. This
same departure from chance can be seen in the remainder of the table;
therefore, in the study of auditory delayed feedback speech., as in stuttering, it can be seen that there is a marked tendency for the loci of
stuttering to be constant from reading to reading of the same material.
Both tables show, further, a marked decrease in the number of stuttered words between the first and the tenth readings (adaptation).

It

can be noted, however, that these two tendencies - loci and adaptation are in ppposition in so far as they contribute to the observed departures
from the chance percentages calculated both in the Johnson and Knott
study and this delayed auditory feedback study.

In the latter, for ex-

ample, 9.8 per cent of the words were stuttered in the first reading.
The.)postulated existence of loci operating as a single variable would
lead us to expect an excess over this 9.8 per cent chance concentration
on a subsequent reading.

Adaptation to the material,

in and of itself',

w_o uld lead us to expect a decrease from this 9. 8 per cent.
The four departures from chance in each of the · two studies are all
in the same direction of a greater-than-chance concentration.
critical ratios

/0

Dm
Dm

The la_.rge

illustrate that loci are contained in the material ,

in significant degree and to an extent ·sufficient to overcome the statistical effect of the adaptation.
To investigate the statistical significance of these two tendencies
as independent variables, two hypotheses were formulated.

To test the

hypothesis that chance could account for the number of times a given word-

- 14 TABIE I

TABI.E OF BASIC FINDINGS
(Johnson and Knott)
N

1st.· Reading versus 2nd Reading
No. words stuttered in second reading
Per cent of these stuttered in first
reading • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Per cent of all words stuttered in
first reading (chance) • • • • •
Difference • • • • • • • • • • • • •
-d"'diff • • • •

... . . .

No.
Subj.

..

diff.

21

462
72. 7

D

462

15.1 3780
57;6

26.9

0.0214

1st Reading versus 10th Reading
No. words stuttered in tenth reading
Per cent of these stuttered in first
reading • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Per cent of aJ.1 words stuttered in
first reading (chance). •
• •
Difference • • • •
--c::r-diff. • • • • • • • • • • • • •

107
60. 7

107

11.2 2520

49.5
0.0476

10.4

9th Reading versus 10th Reading
No. words stuttered in tenth reading ·
Per cent of these stuttered in
ninth reading • • • • • • • • •
Per cent of all words stuttered in
ninth reading (chance) • • • • •
Difference. • • • •
• ••••
"6"diff. • • •

107
. 62.6

107

4.2

2520
12.5

58.4
0.0467

10th Reading versus all prior Beadings
No. words stuttered in tenth . ading
Per cent of these _stuttered in
prior readings • • • • • • • • •
Per cent of all words stuttered in
prior readings (chance) • • • • •
Difference • • • • •
• • •
~ diff. • • • • • • • • • • • •

14

107
89. 7

107

6.1 22680
83.6
0.0288

29.0

• 15 TABIE

II

TABLE OF BASIC FINDINGS
(Grover)
N

No.
Subj.

Dm

75m'

1st -Reading versus 2nd Reading
No. words stuttered in second reading
Per cent of these stuttered in first
reading • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Per cent of all words stuttered in
first reading (chance) • • • • •
Difference • • • • • • • • • • • • •
~cliff. • • • . . • • • • • • • •

21

225
40.8

225

9.8
30.0
.0331

3780
9.08

1st Reading versus 10th Reading
No. words stuttered in tenth reading
Per cent of these stuttered in first
reading • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Per cent of all words stuttered in
first reading (chance) • • • • • •
Difference • • • • • • • • • • • • •
e::s- diff • . • . . . . . . .

... .

40

14

2.,

40

8.2

2,20

5.7

2.26

.0252

9th Reading versus 10th Reading
No. words stuttered in tenth reading
Per cent of these stuttered in
ninth reading • • • • • • • • •
Per cent of all words stuttered in
ninth reading (chance) • • • • •
Difference • • • • • • • • • • • •
diff. . . • . . . . . .

.. .

40
25

40

2.2
22.8

2520

.0782

10th Reading versus all prior Readings
No. words stuttered in tenth reading
Per cent of these stuttered in
prior readings • • • • • • • • •
Per cent of all words stuttered in
prior readings (chance) • • • • •
Difference • • • • • • • • • • • •
a ' diff.
• • • • • • • • • • • •

40

97.5

40

3.9 22680
93.6
.0246

3.82

- 1.6 would be stuttered on a subsequent reading, without reference to the
number of words stuttered in either reading, the chi-square test was employed.

(See Table IV)

To test the hypothesis that chance could account

for the number of words stuttered on a given reading, without refereDce
to which particular words might be stuttered, the t test was employed.
(See Table V)
In order to facilitate comparisons between postulated loci in these
two studies involving stutterers and normals using the delayed auditory
feedback, Johnson and Knott 1 s data from their Table of Basie Findings
were introduced into four fold plots (see Table III) in the manner of
Table IV.

These four fold tables show the joint occurrence of stutter-

ing or non-stuttering of given words on paired readings of the material.
In parentheses, below this count, is given the frequency vi.th which those
given words would be expected to be stuttered through chance as calculated
by the theorem that the probability of the joint occurrence of independent
phenomena is the product of the probabilities of separate occurrence.
Comparison of the observed and calculated frequencies of joint occurrence illustrate the extent and consistency of loci of stuttering in
the Johnson and Knott study.

Similar~, two of the three paired trials

of the study employing the auditory delayed feedback apparatus exhibit
loci in significant degree.

The additive property of the chi-square

test allows the statement, at a high level of confidence, that the first ·
hypothesis is null and that loci are present in both studies.
Table V and Figure 2 illustrate the tendency toward greater infrequency of stuttering on subsequent trials.

This tendency is sig-

nificant at the 1 per cent level in three of the four paired trials on

- 17 the auditory delayed feedback study and it is apparent that the second
·hypothesis, also, is null:

adaptation has been demonstrated.

tion of the lewer curve of Figure 2 reveals· the typical

11

Inspec-

S curve1• 10

pattern of a learning situation where subjects adapt rapidly at first,
then gradually approach a minimum of error.

The upper curve of Figure 2

(with the generous interpolation necessary) may be interpreted similarly
and illustrates generally a comparable degree of adaptation during the
ten trials for both groups when the greater initial frequency of stuttering among the natural stutterers is taken into account.
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FOUR "FOLD TABIE - STUTTERERS
(Johnson and Knott)
1st. TRTAL

TOTALS
Stut.

Stuttered
2nd.
Trial

236
(.501)

.571

(392,

12l

3,©82
(2,817)

3,209

h62

3,318

3,780

33.5
(10~ .

Not Stut.

TOTJ.18

Not Stut.

-

10th.
Trial

Not • .Stut.

Stut.

Not Stut.

6.5
(13)

(269)

42

(9h) ·

TOTAIS

107

217
2,196

loth.
Trial

Not Stut.

TOT,A.IS

282
2,238

(2,144)

2,413

2,.520

--P~z ( .ol

'l'OTAIS

9th. TRIAL

Stuttered

(,01

TOTAlS

1st. TRIAL

St;uttered

'f,y 2..

Stut.

Not Stut.

67.
(.5)

39
(101)

106

(102)

hO

2,374 .
(2,312)

2,414

107

2,413

) indicates number of words expected by chance if t here be no re lationship between readings, i.e., no loci.
-p
·
(

i.l(L

<.0/
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TABLE IV
FOUR FOLD TABIE - AUDITORY DELAYED FEEDBACK GROUP
1st. TRIAL
Stut.
2nd

TOTALS

Not Stut.

Stuttered

102
(2)

Not. Stut.

123
(223)

3,287
3,157

225

3,555

Trial

TOTALS

268
(368)

1st. TRIAL
Stut.
10th
Trial

Stuttered
Not Stut.

TOTAIS

Not Stut.
206

1
(3)

(204)

39
(37)

2,274
(2.,276)

2,313

40

2,480

2,520

Stut.
Stuttered
Not Stut.

TOTALS

3,410

TOTALS

10

207

P,,t2.

1 .I 0

TOTALS

9th TRIAL ·

10th
Trial

370

Not Stut.

(1)

45
(54)

55

30
(39)

2,435
(2,426)

2.,465

h.O

2.,480

( · ) indicates number of words expected by chance if there -b e no rela- ·
tionship between
readings, i.e • ., no loci.
.) _
(
I
.
,- }.-Y.2- .o
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TABIE V
(Auditory Delayed Feedback Group)
1st. Reading vs. 2nd. Reading

No. Ss

Mean No. of words stuttered in 1st. Reading
No. "
n
fl
,, 2nd.
11

Mean

Difference
diff.

17.62
10.71

21

(1)

6.91
1.28

5.40
Pt ( .01

1st. Reading vs. 10th. ReadinE

14

Mean No. of words stuttered in 1st. Reading
"
tt
ff
n
n
u 10th.
n
Diff¢rence
diff.

(2)

12.00
1.80

9th. Reading vs. 10th. Reading
Mean No. of words stuttered on 9th.
11
11
ff
u
1t
u 10th.

Reading
n

Difference
diff.

4.07

2.86

14

(2)

1.21

.75

10th. .Reading vs. all others
Mean No. of words stuttered on 10
11 all others
1,
11
"
"
fl

2.86
6.92

Difference
diff.

. • 73

(1) For 13 df
1% level of confidence : t - 3.01
10%
tt
tt.
tt
-: t • 1.77
(2) For 20 df

1% level of confidence

t = 2.85

4.06

14

(2)
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FREQUENCY OF STUTTERING WITH REPEATED TRIALS ON
A SELECTED 18G- WORD PASSAGE
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS

This study comparing the adaptation to stuttering with adaptation
to auditory delayed speech feedback revealed in a constant listener situation the following significant differences, when twenty-one normal
speaking adults (six reading a passage two times, fourteen reading it
ten •times, and one reading it one hundred and twenty-three times) were
subjected to auditory delayed speech feedback under· test conditions
paralleling, as nearly as possible, a previous experiment conducted by
Johnson and Knott with twenty-one adult stutterers:
1.

In the study of "'stuttering moments" produced by auditC!>ry de-

layed feedback, as in stuttering, there is a marked tendency for the
loci of stuttering to be cC!>nstant from reading to reading of the same
material.
2.

In auditory delayed feedback speech, as in .stuttering, there is

adaptation seen in the marked decrease in the number of stuttered words
between the first and the tenth reaciings.

3. Loci are contained in the material in significant degree and
to an extent sufficient to over-come · the statistical effect of the adaptation.

4.

The hypothesis that chance could account for the number or

times a given word would be stuttered on a subsequent reading is null.

5.

The hypothesis that chance could account for the number of

words stuttered on ·a given reading, without reference to which particular words might be stuttered, is null.

6.

The adaptation seen in the readings of the group with auditory .

delayed speech, reveals the typical pattern of a learning situation
- 22 -

- 23 -

where subjects adapt rapidly at first, then gradually approach a minimum
of error.

7. Both groups show a comparable degree of adaptation during the
ten trials, when the greater initial frequency of stuttering among the
natural stutterers is taken into account.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
1.

A significant degree of adaptation to a constant listener situation
is demonstrated by persons attempting to maintain their norm.al rate
while reading orally with a delay in auditory cueing.

2.

Both the stutterers and the auditory delayed feedback group showed
.a comparable degree of adaptation during the ten trials.

3. Both groups ~vidence a great er-than-chance degree of loci in the
reading of the same material.

4.

The similarity of ffpseudo-stutteringfl {resulting from subjecting
normal speaking adults to an auditory delayed ~eedback while attempting to maintain their normal rate) to stuttering, as noted by empirical observation, has been established in respect to the adaptation
phenomenon.

5.

This investigation is of limited scope due at least partially to the
lack of more complete statistical data concerning the group of stutterers used as the original control group. · The small number of subjects should also be taken into consideration in evaluating the results.

6.

The need for further studies utilizing other of the stuttering phenomena as index factors is evident.

Such studies would prove advantageous

in proving or disproving the hypothesis that a delay in the auditory
cueing mechanism is the primary cause of, or a contributing factor :
to stuttering.

- 24 -
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APPEJqDIX

STUDIES IN THE PSYCHOIDGY OF STUTTERING I

The Distribution of Moments of Stuttering in
Successive Readings of the Same Material*
Wendell Johnson and John R. Knott, State University of Iowa

The present experiment was carried out in an effort to determine
what the nature of the distribution of moments of stuttering would be

in successive readings of the same material.
Twenty-one adult stutterers each read a standard passage of 180
words.

The number of readings by each subject varied frem two to 123.

Twenty-one subjects read the passage twice, and 14 read it ten times.
All readings from which data here reported were obtained were, for each
subject, consecutive readings made at one sitting.
One or the other of the authors recorded the moments ·of stuttering
by drawing a line, on a duplicate copy of the reading material, thru each
word stuttered.

The reliability of this type of recording was checked

for each author by playing four phonograph records of stutterers' speech
at four .different times.

Stuttered words were marked on duplicate copies

of the passages reproduced on the phonograph records.

The number of

spasms recorded at each time the records were played was compared with
the number recorded at each of the ether times they were played.

The

average per cent agreement thus obtained by W.J. was 96.4 and by J .R.K.,

The data were treated by finding the percentage of words stuttered
in the first reading.

Then the percentage of words stuttered in the

* 'From the State University of Iowa Speech Clinie, Professor Ise
Travis, Dir. All data and materials pertinent to this study are on file
in the State University of Iowa Speech Clinic.

- 2 second reading that had also been stuttered in the first reading was
found.

Like comparisons were made of readings 10 and 9, 10 and 1, and

reading 10 and all preceding readings.

The results are given in the

table of basic findings.
In order to evaluate the findings as given in the table, one must
know how and wey the chance percentages presented therein were computea.
They were computed in order ta make possible a measure of the degree to

which the loci of stuttering remain constant from reading to reading,

by comparing the obtained distribution with a purely random distribution.
The chance percentages were computed as follows:

In the first reading,

for example, 15.1 per cent of all words read were stuttered.

According

to chance, 15.1 per cent of any random sample of the words would be stuttered.

Now, obviously, the words· stuttered in reading two constitute a

random sample of all the words read in the first reading.

Therefore,

according to chance, 15.1 per cent of them should have been among those
stuttered in the first reading.

But, as shown in the table, 72.7 per

cent of them were words which were stuttered in the first reading.
Clearly the distribution of moments of stuttering among the words in reading two was not random with reference to reading one, and cannot be accounted for in terms of chance.
to be interprete~ in this way.

The other parts of the table, also, are

- 3 -

TABLE OF BASIC FINDINGS
N

1st Reading versus 2nd Reading

No. ·

Subj.

No. words stuttered in second reading
Per cent of these stuttered in first
reading • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Per cent of all words stuttered im.
first reading (chance) • • • • • •
Diff ere nee • • • • • • • • • • • • •
diff • • • •

21

462

- 72. 7

U62

15.1

3780

57.6

D

~diff'.

26.9

0.0214

1st Reading versus 10th Reading

No. words stuttered in tenth reading

Per cent of these stuttered in first
reading • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Per cent of all words stuttered in
first reading (chance) • • • • • •
Dif.fere nee • • • • • • • • • • • • •
diff • • • •

..

107

60. 7

107

11.2

2520

49.5

10.4

0.0476

9th Reading versus 10th Reading

No. words stuttered in tenth reading

Per cent of these stuttered in
ninth reading • • • • • • • • •
Per cent of all words stuttered in
ninth reading (chance) • • • • •
Difference • • • • • • • • • • • .•
diff. • • •

.. ..

...

107

62.6

107

4.2

2520

58.4
0.0467

12.5

loth Reading versus all prior Readings
No. words stuttered in tenth reading
Per cent of these stuttered in
prior readings • • • • • • • • •
Per cent of all words stuttered in
prior readings (chance) • • • • •
Difference • • • • • • • • • • • •
.,
diff • • • • • • • •

.. ..

14

107
89. 7

107

6.1

22680

83.6
0.0288

29.0 ·

- 4The question arises as to whether this striking tendency for the
. loci of moments of stuttering to be constant from reading to reading is ·
the result of a constant mechanical or phonetic disability on certain
words characteristic of the group of stutterers as a whole.

If this were

~e, stuttering should tend to occur on approximately the same words for
all the stutterers.
Analyzing the data with this point in mind, we found that in the
first reading 157 (87.2 per cent) of the 180 words were stuttered by one
or more stutterers; that the median number of stutterers experiencing
difficulty per word was 3.1; and that from 1.5 to 5.5 stutterers experienced difficulty with each of

50 per cent of the words. Obviously, all

of tb.e stutterers did not have difficulty on the same words.
A further question of this type arises.

May it not be that indi-

vidual stutterers present phonetic disability with respect to certain
words in the 180-word passage?
We can answer this in part by analyzing the occurrence of stuttering (during the first reading) on ~ach of 22 words which appeared two or
m.ore, times in the passage.
one or more stutterers.

Each of these was stuttered at least once by

In 13 instances, presented by 6 of the 21 sub-

jects, such a word was stuttered on each time it appeared.

There were

76 instances, however, where stuttering on such a word by a given stutterer occurred a fewer number of times than the word appeared in the
passage.
It is also pertinent in .this connection that thEp er cent of words
stuttered fell markedly between the first and the tenth reading; certain
words atuttered in the early readings were not stuttered in later readings.

- 5The difference in frequency of stuttering between the first and the tenth
readings was

9.5

times larger than its standard error.

This indicates

that stuttering, at least with respect to the words stuttered in earlier
but not in later readings, is not due to a constant phonetic or mechanical
disability; if it were, stuttering on these words should occur consistently
in all the readings.
These . findings show that to a marked .degree moments of stuttering
are distributed in a non-random order among words spoken~ - in the sense
that there is a marked tendency for the loci of stuttering to be constant
from reading to reading of the same material.

It would seem reasonable

to account for this fact by assumi~g that at these loci there are stimuli
to which the stutterer reacts, and that his reactions either precipitate,
or are, the stuttering which results.

This raises a question, at least

in our minds, as to the relative importance of these assumed reactions,
on the one hand, and of the biological condition or the organism, on the
other hand.
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